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2015 DESIGN TRENDS
DESIGN FOR AN AGING POPULATION
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PG 8

COMMUNITY
INSPIRATION

Create a space in which a community can

grow.

Merge functionality and domesticity.
Design to encourage social

interaction.

Promote an environment that fosters

independence.
APPLICATION

Residential interiors should reflect the
diversity and character of its inhabitants.
Design assisted living faculties that prompt
social interaction.
IMAGES COURTESY OF IAN+; PHOTO BY © NICO MARZIALI
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COMMUNITY
PRIVATE CAMPUS
Nursing homes are often constructed with
the same design pattern: countless rooms
linked together by long corridors. Designers
are beginning to break away from this norm,
providing designs that are not only functional
but provide communal social spaces.

Mayerhof Care Campus, a retirement home
by Belgian studio Areal Architecten, is a threestory complex with break-out communal spaces
located throughout, encouraging residents to
interact and socialize with their neighbors. It
features a plan loosely based on a figure eight,
allowing residences to be grouped into clusters
around the two courtyards. Each room boasts
either a view towards the interior gathering
spaces or to the lush gardens around the
building.
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COMMUNITY
PUBLIC BUILDING
Architects are building assisted living facilities
within urban centers, responding to the will
and need of elderly residents to socialize and
support their strong sense of community.

Falcognana Elderly Centre, a public facility
designed by ian+ architects, is part of an urban
redevelopment on the outskirts of Rome, which
includes a central square with a children’s
playground, a green square, a park with sport
facilities, micro gardens and walkways. The
center consists simply of two big spaces, one
for women’s and one for men’s activities, which
are divided by a semitransparent glass wall.
The overall concept is to create as accessible
building, establishing an open dialogue between
outside and in. Outer public and semi-private
spaces connect with the interior, giving rise to
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spontaneous social initiatives by the inhabitants.

IMAGES COURTESY OF IAN+; PHOTO BY © NICO MARZIALI

INSPIRATION
Solve issues of overcrowding in urban
city centers.

Consider the needs of different
tions.

popula-

Provide for a well-balanced mix of

demographics.
APPLICATION

Design residential structures as self-sustaining
city districts.
Connect generation through a widely diversified range of living options
IMAGES COURTESY ©PAUL OTT PHOTOGRAFIERT
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MULTI-GENERATION

URBAN DESIGN
Understanding the needs of multiple generations
is essential to smart growth and sustainable
development. Therefore designers are striving to
makes cities and neighborhoods accessible, safe,
and inclusive for all.

The “Messequartier”, an Austrian housing
project designed by Markus Pernthaler, was
designed with a well-balanced mix of functions
and regard to the latest ecological standards.
Various housing types - rental apartments,
condominiums for private ownership, student
residences and assisted living for the elderly - are
complemented by office-areas, a kindergarten
and space for service industry. With regard to
social sustainability, a widely diversified range of
facilities is offered, connecting generations and
prompting social interactions.
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MULTI-GENERATION

INSPIRATION

Utilize color to assist in wayfinding and

memory.

Achieve simplicity in design.
Help change the visual
housing for the elderly.
Embrace sense
design.

dynamics of the

of ownership in

APPLICATION

Apply colors to the exterior of the building
to help residents with wayfinding.

IMAGES PROVIDED BY PAU VIDAL; PHOTO CREDIT © ADRIÀ GOULA

For interiors, apply colors that naturally
help with memory and comfort.

COLOR
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EXTERIOR
When applied in urban settings, exterior color
is capable of providing visual assistance to the
elderly, helping with building recognition and
wayfinding.
		
Bright shades of yellow and green help the
elderly find their way around Torre Julia,
a 17-storey housing block in Barcelona by
Spanish architects Pau Vidal, Sergi Pons and
Ricard Galiana. The building is divided into
three communities and each one is assigned a
different color to facilitate orientation. The
colors are uplifting whilst also calming, and
since colors often look muted as the eye ages,
using more varied, brighter colors help residents
to distinguish between spaces. Wide corridors
overlooking the city, exterior stairs, doublespaced areas and sun-shaded terraces configure
a building that is intended to give elderly people
an opportunity to socialize and engage in
community activities.
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COLOR

INTERIOR
Understanding the power of color and the long
term effects for those using the space is becoming increasing important. Color tone, combination, proportion and placement is key in any
project both from a visual perspective and for
overall behavioral effects.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER
DE5318

COYOTE
DE5249

CROSSROADS
DE5359

SUMMER LAKE
DE5838

LAVENDER SWEATER
DE5998

SPINACH DIP
DE5611

CHAMPION BLUE
DE5915

LAKEVILLE
DE5872

ANTIQUE GARNET
DE6027

In regards to assisted living for the elderly,
one should apply an interior color palette that
facilitates improved memory, independence, and
comfort, and helps compensate for physical
and cognitive losses. Colors appear more gray
and subtle shade variations are hard to see as
one ages, therefore brighter pastel colors are
suggested. Natural colors of brown and green
provide a sense of familiarity and safety, while
blues are calming and soothing.

SELECTION OF COLORS FROM DUNN EDWARDS’ COLOR TRENDS 2015.
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THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• areal architecten
• ian+
• MVRDV architects
• Markus Pernthaler
• Pau Vidal

CREDITS
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